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POLITICAL COLUMN

RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE
Wake up, it just got relevant
By Cassidy Belus

heard around the

O VA L

THE OVAL

“The chunks are
getting bigger.”
DON ANDERSON HALL

“What, you don’t
like my turtle shirt?”

DON ANDERSON HALL

I bet you thought this was going to be a music column.
Sorry to disappoint, but I had to look Rage Against the Machine up on iTunes. I like their album covers.
Now let’s get to it: I have fewer than 500 words left to convince you that this weekly political column is worth more
than using as a liner for your guinea pig’s cage. It’s a lot of
pressure. We’re pretty much speed dating right now, and
while you’re flirting, I’m trying to discuss the power outages in India. So what I’m saying is, regardless of whether
you like the column or not, I expect a free dinner.
In all honestly, a not-so-secret part of me hopes you hate
it just a little bit, too, and here’s why: I want to hear from
you, and I want you to challenge me. I’m tired of people
— myself included — remaining passive until a video like
“Kony 2012” rolls out, at which point we Google the hell
out of it, before dumping it a week later because, hey, a cute
video of a labradoodle riding a skateboard! What should be
a political debate just turns into another Facebook “like”.
In general we need to raise some of our standards: what
we expect of each other, our university and our media
sources. I’m not a political science major (although I am dating one). I’m not even a journalism major. Though my credentials may seem as strong as Herman Cain’s were, I do
know something about media and news: they’re dying. We
left town for a week and forgot to feed them. Although “The
Daily Show” is truly the best show created (fact checked
with YouTube comments), it can’t be our source of news
anymore. Crack open The Economist. There’s snarky, dry
British humor; just pretend Dumbledore is reading it to you.
Too often we expect to stay properly informed by Facebook. I get it. Status feeds, tweets and YouTube clips are
sometimes too alluring to ignore. Yet when half of the content mentions something about stupidly cute kittens or getting wasted at the Badlander, it’s no big shock that the international students know more about American politics than
many U.S. citizens. Blame the capabilities of the iPhone if
you must, but let’s take some of the blame: we choose not to
be informed.
Knowing the details of the upcoming campaign might
not seem as relevant when the $1.00 drinks at Dead Hipster end in 10 minutes. But when the hangover mellows out,
problems like student debt still exist. Yeah, I just started caring too.
So, let’s be informed together because it would be awesome if someone other than my parents read this.
cassidy.belus@umontana.edu

NEAR THE DAVIDSON
HONORS COLLEGE

“Sometimes, when I
don’t feel like a
human, I go sleep on
my shitty couch.”

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER

“Golden children
don’t smoke.”

“Are you calling her a
scarves slut?”

ARTS + CULTURE COLUMN

KEEP MISSOULA WEIRD

I

f you haven’t been able
to tell already, we don’t
live in a normal place.
If you’re from Missoula, you
might take that for granted.
If you’re just passing
through this fine university
on a one-way street to that
expensive piece of paper,
guaranteed you won’t find a
place like this again (take that
PDX and Austin!). Yes, our
famous borrowed trademark
(thanks PDX and Austin!) has
some truth to it. Instead of a
long-winded list of the nouns
that make that possible, I’ll
dedicate this weekly space
to highlighting the people
and places that preserve our
magical fishbowl of culture.
But first a story. If you’re lucky
enough to remember this past
weekend, downtown Missoula held the umpteenth annual
Roots Festival. Even with
smoky skies, the art and music drew the eclectic crowd
characteristic of Missoula.
From the top of the parking garage, I watched them
converge on the corner of Ryman and Main: freaks, fami-

Welcome to the fishbowl
By Brooks Johnson, A+C editor

lies, geeks, gangsters, rednecks and Rastas – our weird
Missoula family.
There, by the pottery
wheel, how much would you
bet that those dreads are real
or really expensive? Check
out the police telling those
upper-middle-class women
that they can’t bring their tiny
dogs with them. What about
this chocolate lab over here?
How did this Patagonia-clad
couple sneak it in? Aww, that
baby looks drunker than
those ex-hippies posted up
near the stage. Content with
the scene, I finished my PBR
(shh) and joined the growing
mass of Missoulians.
Not a people watcher?
You’re going to miss a lot of
diversity if you keep your
head down and your eyes on
your friends only. From the
over-looked open container
violations on First Fridays to

Missoula’s notoriety in cyberspace, from your eco-friendly
Griz fan to the banjo-playing
rail rider who just wants a
buck for a beer, from the bros
spilling out of Bodega to the
punks that pack the Badlander, there’s something to see
here. Welcome to Missoula.
But that’s just a start. While
I’ve been here long enough to
tell you how to turn left from
Brooks to Russell, I still know
just short of nothing. There
are performance artists yet
unheard of and artists sight
unseen. That barista you refuse to tip might just revolutionize the coffee industry.
So, please stop in and drop
off some hints. Send a singing
telegram or an email if you
must. As always, spam will
be welcome as long as it’s of
the canned variety.
brooks.johnson@umontana.edu
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CAMPUS

ASUM senate to fill new seats following expansion
Heather Jurva
Twenty years ago, 20 students
and three officers sat on the Associated Students of the University of
Montana Senate.
Since then, ASUM services
have grown to meet the needs of
an expanding student population.
ASUM fund accountant Marlene
Hendrickson said she has seen
the inception of both the Office of
Transportation and Off-Campus
Renter Center, as well as the expansion of legal and childcare services
since she joined the staff in 1991.

Until last year, the size of the
senate remained the same: 20 senators and three officers to meet an
exploding demand.
This year, six additional seats
further dispense the workload of
the senate. Student voters decided
to increase the number of senators
to 26 in a vote that ran concurrent
with the general student election
in April. Student senators are not
compensated for their time, so the
decision puts no additional pressure on the budget.
ASUM is “unique in the scope
of programs” it offers, ASUM President Zach Brown said. Brown said

ASUM is unusual because it offers
a student-run transportation office,
student-run childcare facilities and
multiple opportunities for legal
counsel. The additional seats will
help accommodate the expansive
range of agencies under ASUM.
Those seats are available, but
they have not yet been filled. Since
the vote for additional senate positions occurred at the same time as
the general election, only 20 students hold seats.
ASUM Vice President Bryn
Hagfors cited three potential
means of filling those spots.
One option would be to hold

a special election in the coming
months.
“It would be a pretty democratic
process,” Hagfors said, but he also
mentioned that the election process necessarily draws on funds.
Another alternative would be to
appoint six new senators, filtered
through a hiring process and vetted through the senate.
The third option would be simply to wait until spring’s general
election to fill the additional seats
at that time.
Hagfors said the senate will decide how to fill the six seats, hopefully within the next month. The

extra time will give incoming students the opportunity to become
aware of ASUM and get involved
in the upcoming decisions.
ASUM also plans to expand opportunities for Students at Large.
More than 60 committees operate
under the University, and more
than 20 under ASUM. Anyone
who wants to sit on a committee
is welcome, Hagfors said. Anyone
interested in becoming a Student
at Large can contact Brown or Hagfors. The application and contact
information for the two officers are
available on the ASUM website.

FUTURE
From page 1

ments that have gone on here,”
he said.

“I don’t want to characterize one against the other, but I
did want to focus on academic
accomplishments, and to bring
out in an assertive way some
of the wonderful accomplish-

Engstrom asserted that new
facilities are necessary to ensure better learning, including
a new building for the College
of Technology, now known as
the Missoula College. In his

address on Friday, he called
the facilities “old,” “small” and
“nowhere near what today’s
students need for an education
of the standard we expect at
the University of Montana.”
“Our need for a new facility
stems from a need to provide
a two-year education [for stu-

dents] and a recognition that
it provides a route for higher
education with a decreased
price,” Engstrom said.
President Engstrom ended
his address with a call to further the goal of creating a university that would be recognized for its accomplishments.

“Ladies and gentlemen, I believe we are building one of the
nation’s finest universities,” he
said. “Let’s take pride in that
and tell the world.”

Montana Kaimin

BUILDING A FUTURE:

heather.jurva@umontana.edu

ashley.nerbovig@umontana.edu
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CAMPUS

UM launches new mandatory tutorial

PETSA established to reduced sexual violence on campus
Austin Green
Montana Kaimin
In an attempt to reduce
sexual violence in Missoula,
the University of Montana has
launched a mandatory online
tutorial that must be completed before spring registration.
The tutorial, called PETSA—Personal Empowerment
Through
Self-Awareness—
features seven short videos
and a quiz. The quiz consists

of seven true-or-false and multiple choice questions, and the
entire tutorial can be completed in fewer than 30 minutes.
Students can access the tutorial through Moodle, and must
answer every question correctly before registering for spring
classes. Registration for the
spring semester begins Oct. 22.
Danielle Wozniak, an assistant professor at the UM School
of Social Work and one of the
leaders behind PETSA, said the

tutorial is essential.
“It’s such an important educational opportunity and we
can promise that the videos are
engaging and really interesting,” Wozniak said. “We can
also promise that it’s beneficial
to you as a student to have that
experience.”
The videos touch on subjects
such as the legal definitions of
rape and sexual assault, what
does and does not constitute
as consent, and ways to avoid

becoming both a victim and a
perpetrator.
With investigations from the
Department of Justice and the
NCAA looming, university administration actively combated
the problem of sexual violence.
Wozniak and others looked
into various programs across
the nation, but ultimately
found them unsatisfactory.
That led them to create
PETSA. Elizabeth Hubble, the
co-director of the UM Depart-

ment of Women’s and Gender
Studies department, believes
it proves how committed the
university is to addressing the
issue.
“I think it says something
really strong that we didn’t
just go out and buy an existing
program,” she said. “We made
one for our campus by our students.”
austin.green@umontana.edu

CAMPUS

Old NAS building
still lacks ramp
Candace Rojo
Montana Kaimin
The installation of a wheelchair-accessible ramp to the
Center for the Rocky Mountain
West (known as the old Native
American Studies building)
has stalled again.
Director of Facilities Services Hugh Jesse said the University went through the process
of the ramp starting this summer. That process included getting the ramp design approved
by the state and city historical
committees and the Americans
with Disabilities Act committee. But the proposed location
of the ramp changed, setting
the entire process back for a
redesign.
The ramp, now proposed to
come from the east side of the
building up to the door, has
been in the works since Janu-

ary. Jesse said the process has
been arduous not because it’s a
big project, but because of the
steps they had to go through.
The building, which lies
within the University of Montana Historic District, must
comply with the laws and
regulations of historical committees. The ramp must follow
guidelines so that it doesn’t
damage the historical character of the building. Additions
“should not destroy historical
materials that characterize the
property,” according to state
preservation laws posted on
the Montana Historical Society
website.
“The design is already
agreed to by the ADA and the
Center for the Rocky West,”
Jesse said. “The goal is to get
it done this fall. We are hoping
to start the building process in
three to four weeks.”
candace.rojo@umontana.edu

FEATURE PHOTO

Tim Goessman/Montana Kaimin
Schuyler Watt attempts a dunk as Pete Walde, Reid Fleming and Nicholas Gondeiro watch during a basketball game behind Pantzer Hall on Monday evening.
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Courtesy of Nick Weber
Nathan Ira peers over the top of his
glasses during a performance at
Montana State University on April
14, 2011.

THE ART OF COLLEGE

Eben Keller
Montana Kaimin
When I graduated from high
school, I was completely lost. I
still had no direction in life and
was too busy shooting laserlike glares of hatred at all of
my graduating classmates who
seemed so self-assured and excited for college.
I went nowhere. I did nothing.
I stayed in my hometown
and wallowed in self-loathing
for a solid two years before I finally swallowed my pride and
tried a little school. I took two
classes, and I didn’t do well.
It took me a full three years
after high school to figure out
what I wanted from life, and
when I finally picked up school
again, I was excited, enthusiastic and smiling (gasp!). I had
become who I hated all those
years ago, and I loved every
minute of it.
Luckily, I was not alone.
Nathan Ira was at one time
a successful and prominent
student in the MSU art department. But thanks to a healthy
mix of ambition and ego, he
dropped out of MSU shortly after his junior year and moved
to Missoula.
“I wanted to be out of Bozeman, away from certain people
and memories,” Ira said. “I

wanted to be able to start fresh
and have a new identity.”
The 23 year-old performance
artist fell into his default lifestyle of working in kitchens,
drinking excessive amounts,
and skateboarding as much as
his 6 feet 4 inches frame would
tolerate.
“I went straight from high
school into college, so I never
had any break,” he said. “I just
didn’t appreciate that I was in
college and had all these resources at my fingertips. I was
just kinda ‘there,’ not super motivated, not really involved.”
He was a nobody in college.
A self-proclaimed stoner, he
clung to this makeshift personality as a comfort zone.
“It was an easy front to put
up,” he said. “People pigeonhole you like that and so you
don’t even have to be a person.
Plus you’re high all the time so
you’re escaping.”
That all changed in Missoula.
He began creating more art,
from 2D to performance, and
regularly enlisted his friends
to help him record his more involved pieces. He began going
to galleries and pestering gallery owners to let him have his
own show.
At that time his eyes were
as big as his ambitions, and
his personality was as vibrant

Screenshot courtesy of Dave Adam Biesel
Nathan Ira clings to the top of a wooden pedestal toward the end of his performance in Bozeman, MT. on March
31, 2012.

as anyone’s had ever been. You
could hear him if he said nothing. Finally, he had a focused
outlook, a plan. And with that,
the school he had left behind
seemed like the right place for
him to be.
Toward the end of last
spring he managed to get his
own show, coincidentally in
Bozeman.
It was his first performance,
and despite having enough
nerves to make a three-pound
xanax seem like a placebo, the
show went off without a hitch.
Going back to school and getting his degree was the obvi-

ous next step.
Occasionally, I hear from
one of my former classmates,
and I am forced through all
the usual questions: “How
are you? What have you been
up to? How’s life?” and all the
while, I feign interest. But there
is one reoccurring theme: all
the kids who I once envied for
their blind ambition now, have
no idea what they are doing in
life. I can see that in the whites
of their eyes.
Don’t get me wrong; college
is great. But the college experience for those who are learning something they care about,

compared to that of those who
simply love socializing and the
youthful lifestyle, is entirely
different. It’s up to you to decide what you want out of your
education.
“No one knows themselves
at 18,” Ira said. “You’re barely
forming yourself. If you don’t
take time to take a breath and
really think about yourself
and develop yourself, you can
get caught into something,
and then years later you look
around and think… what the
hell has been the point of the
last few years?”
eben.wragge-keller@umontana.edu
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Local polo players at home in a cycling city

Eben Keller
Montana Kaimin
No great bike town would
be complete without a few
people wearing pants stitched
tight enough to fit an anorexic
12-year-old pedaling fixedgears.
But the Missoula bike community has morphed into an
all-inclusive social and cultural
phenomenon.
Bike polo is another subset
of the already colorful twowheeled culture in this city.
The number of rules involved can be counted on your

fingers, and the casual tone of
the game is broken only in the
first minute when all the players make a mad dash toward
the center of the ring in order
to get control of the ball. Other
than that, it’s soccer on wheels.
But despite whatever bias
you may have against “hipsters” or any sort of alternative
sports, this is one group that
welcomes all walks of life and
includes some of the friendliest
people I’ve ever met.
Twenty-five-year-old Foster
Caffrey has played the sport
with his rag-tag group of aficionados for more than a year.
“I saw a flier and I had heard

about polo through a friend
and I just figured I’d come
down and give it a try,” Caffrey
said. “Everyone was super responsive to people showing up,
like: ‘Oh yes! You’re our sixth!
Let’s play a game!’ And I just
got hooked,” he said.
Despite its small numbers
and friendly atmosphere in
Missoula, the sport has a huge,
relatively unpublicized international following of die-hard
enthusiasts. Online message
boards boast clubs in 47 separate countries that hold local,
national and international
competitions.
But at this level, it’s all about

having fun with a few friends
while learning new skills and
perfecting old ones.
“I think what helps me is
learning not to get worked up
about losing a game, just taking
a deep breath and not getting
frustrated,” said Kate Hilmer,
who has been playing the game
since last winter.
If you think this is a sport
that involves specific materials
or expensive gear, think again.
The bikes in attendance were as
diverse as the bike rack in front
of Craig Hall. Players rode everything from fixed gears to
mountain bikes and swung
mallets made of recycled parts

of ski poles and plastic composite tubing.
There are always a few spare
bikes and mallets on hand
in case new players show up.
If you want to swing by and
check out this exciting little
pastime, I was repeatedly reassured that all are welcome.
So if you’re bored on a Sunday, Tuesday or Thursday
around 7 p.m., swing by the
top floor of the parking garage on campus. If you’re met
with anything less than smiles
and enthusiasm, I’ll run naked
through the middle of campus.
eben.wragge-keller@umontana.edu

Tim Goessman/Montana Kaimin
Will Criner bikes to the net for a shot while Foster Caffrey presses during a bike polo game Tuesday night on top of the parking garage.
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Things heard
while floating
the river

Christopher Allen
Montana Kaimin
The mercury is still pushing 90 and the rivers are running low and slow, my friends.
Floating season is on its way
out whether you like it or not!
On the positive side, more and
more beaches are poking their
heads up from the depths,
making riverside party spots
more plentiful by the day. On
the flip side, no matter how fast
you yell “Butts Up!” it’s damn
near impossible to avoid that
river rock scrape on your tender derrière.
On a hot Saturday afternoon, the rivers are practically
choking with rubber and regret. You’re guaranteed to get
close and comfortable with
somebody at some point. Most
encounters with your fellow
sun-kissed floaters involve
some excited beer raising or a
pitiful plea for a cigarette. If
a rival floating-group (Flotilla
UNITE!!!) happens to pass you
on the river, comments can
even get a little heated, complete with curses calling for supernatural forces to trap them
in an upcoming eddy.
With floating season just
about wrapped up, it’s time to
take a quick look back at some
of the oddest, silliest or just
plain stupefying things seen or
heard by students while floating the rivers this summer.
christopher.allen@umontana.edu

1
2
3
4
5

Thom Bridge/Montana Kaimin

Missoulians reached for float tubes and hit the river as Tuesday’s temperatures reached the 90’s.

“That’s where
they found the
dead body…”
“Watch me catch this fish
with my hand! I’m a
brilliant hand-fisher…”
“Are you aware I can
talk to the eagles?”
“Maybe we should
have used the raft
without holes…”
“Dude, you know that
‘beer’ you’re chugging?
It’s actually barley wine.”

Want to know your campus better?

UM FOR DUMMIES
Coming this Friday

MK
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CROSS-COUNTRY

Leader by action, funny by trade
Austin Schempp
Montana Kaimin
It was her first Division I
cross-country race. Awaiting the
start, nervous energy coursed
throughout her body.
Her family and teammates,
including two of the most prominent distance runners in the
University of Montana’s history,
reassured her that everything
would be fine. The starting gun
fired. Keli Dennehy, just an older version of the little girl that
started her XC career by running around the block in the 4th
grade, settled in behind the experienced veterans.
Ahead of Dennehy was Katrina Drennen, an NCAA Cross
Country Nationals qualifier that
holds multiple school records for
Montana in distance running.
The other Montana runner was
Kara DeWalt, who holds UM’s
steeplechase record along with
multiple top five Big Sky Conference Championship finishes.
“She’s one of those people
that’s not afraid,” said head
coach Courtney Babcock. “We
had some great leadership (in
2010). She thrives on that. That’s
what she wants.”
The Butte native ran the
three-mile course in 17:02, earning fourth place. She finished
seven seconds after Katrina
Drennen and 15 seconds after
Kara DeWalt.
Dennehy continued her strong
freshman campaign. She ended

the 2010 season with a fourth
place finish at the Big Sky Conference Championships, helping
the Grizzlies win the conference
championship for the first time
since 1984.
In 2011, she continued her
success as the No. 1 runner
for Montana, maintaining her
dominance until the conference
meet, where she took an uncharacteristic dip finishing 24th overall and second on UM’s team behind freshman Allie Parks.
Dennehy says the drop was
most likely a result from balancing a new off-campus living
situation and diet with her workout routine that included many
miles, plyometrics and weight
lifting.
“I wasn’t getting enough calories,” she said. “I was cooking
for myself for the first time. (Last
year) was a big learning experience.”
Dennehy is now a junior. She
is also the oldest competing athlete on UM’s cross-country team
and the only runner on the team
who understands the feeling of a
conference championship.
As captain of this year’s
squad, Dennehy hopes to implement the leadership qualities she
observed in Drennen and DeWalt while she was a freshman.
“I want to lead by example,”
she said. “I wouldn’t consider
myself a leader that barks orders at others. I want to convey
a sense of positivity around the
whole team.”

Thom Bridge/Montana Kaimin
Junior Keli Dennehy poses after cross-country practice tuesday. Dennehy looks to lead her team into good conference standings as team captain this year.

Although she takes crosscountry and academics seriously (she earned All-Academic
Big Sky honors the past two
seasons), this finance major
also loves to joke, have fun and
spread optimism.
“Keli is one of those people
who you can’t help but smile
when you see her,” Babcock said.
“She’s laid back. She’s fun.
She laughs. But when she’s on
the track, she gets down to business and works hard. She’s a really great balance of what you
want in an athlete and a person.”
Dennehy displayed her fun-

loving attitude and leadership
skills before the first meet of the
2011 season in an effort to calm
anxious freshman. With music
blasting from her iPod speakers,
she performed a “Just Dance”
routine to the tune of Jackson 5’s
“I Want You Back.”
Parks, a freshman at the time,
said Dennehy’s antics helped
ease the nerves of many on the
team.
“It was exactly what some of
us needed before our first college race,” Parks said. “College
running is pretty stressful and
(Keli) helps remind us that there

needs to be a good balance.”
This season Dennehy believes
that she can return to her freshman form and earn a top-five
finish in the conference.
Babcock agreed, stating that
Dennehy should finish between
third overall and fifth overall in
the conference this year. “Keli’s
not the kind of person that I
would ever put limits on. I think
Keli has the potential to be as
good as Katrina and Kara if not
better.”
austin.schempp@umontana.edu
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SOCCER

Griz hope to get back on the Plak’ track
Alexandria Valdez
Montana Kaimin
The green pitch of Dornblaser Field, located a few blocks
from the University of Montana’s campus, is home to the
Grizzly women’s soccer team.
The stands sit empty as players
work on drills to improve their
passing technique and footwork.
The atmosphere of laughter
and competitiveness at practice
is a distinct change from the
previous season. Before, senior
midfielder Lauren McCreath
said, training sessions consisted of showing up to “move
through the motions.”
“It’s kind of like our baby,”
fifth-year senior forward Erin
Craig said. “We’ve seen the
progress, we’ve been through
the progress. We didn’t come
in and change the program. We
had to work for it.”
Along with Craig, other seniors watched the team go from
mediocre and selfish to a competitive unit of women fighting
for a championship.
Before head coach Mark Plakorus donned maroon and silver, the women’s soccer team
went 3-12-3 in 2010. No one
played with a purpose, and the
results showed as Griz soccer
became individualistic. The seven-year reign of the Griz’s second head coach Neil Sedgwick
began strong, but consistency
fell and performance dropped
on the field. He finished with
a 37-77-13 record after his first
year yielded an 8-8-2 record and
a Big Sky tournament championship appearance.

Tommy Martino/ Montana Kaimin
Members of the Lady Griz Soccer team break from practice to listen to head coach Mark Plakorus Tuesday

In late November 2012, interviews began for a new head
coach and staff. The players
wanted someone with experience as a head coach. Plakorus
had none. But in interviews,
Plakorus showed a spark for the
Griz, the sport, and a Montana
connection that traced back to
before Griz soccer existed.
After completing the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps
program in college, Plakorus
joined the Air Force in 1991 and
served for 11 years. He started
out in Colorado Springs, Colo.,
then transferred to Malmstrom
Air Force Base in Great Falls. In
Montana, he could not play pro-

fessionally, so instead he began
coaching at the club and high
school levels.
Once Griz soccer started up
in 1994, Plakorus took his club
players to camps put on by the
matriarch of Griz soccer, Betsy
Duerkson. At these camps he
formed friendships with Duerkson and other coaches. Some
of his players even came to the
university for a collegiate career.
When the Air Force ordered
him back to Colorado Springs,
he became an assistant coach,
which set him on his path of
Division I coaching. Up until
his Montana job, Plakorus never

had the opportunity to be head
coach. Craig said he had been
waiting for the job and, combined with enthusiasm, they
knew he was the only choice.
Plakorus saw the slump
Montana soccer was experiencing and that was one of the first
things he wanted to change. “I
could tell the girls were tired of
the [negativity],” Plakorus said.
“They were tired of losing, they
were tired of being seen as the
worst team of all our Grizzly
teams. They didn’t want that
anymore.”
As the new head coach, Plakorus brought three key ideas
to the players: work ethic, disci-

pline and team. The results were
wins, a Big Sky Conference title
and a trip to the NCAA tournament.
Two weeks into the 2012 season, the seniors are undeterred
by their 1-2 record after beginning the 2011 campaign 4-0.
One of the Griz’s obstacles to
overcome this season is to not
shut down when they are panicked. Senior Lauren Costa feels
that they can perfect their Griz
technique and jump back on top
during the pre-season games.
alexandria.valdez@umontana.edu

